
    
    








   
       
         See how we are working to address the challenges posed by COVID-19.
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Promotional Marketing

Don't just supply – inspire. Connect with your customers on new and personal levels that make you the source of originality and individuality they turn to in their decision-making process.

Watch Video
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                “My customers are relieved when they hear we’re able to provide a turnkey solution for their promo order collections. The ease of set up and modern look of the sites elevate the gifts being received by the recipients. It shows the end user you really care about them.” 
              

              
            

          
          
            
              Amanda Kaeppler
            

          
          
            
              Account Manager (Taylor Healthcare)
            

          
        

      

    

  





















The right impression makes all the difference
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                   Deliver Memorable Experiences

Make your events come to life. Taylor's experts can conceptualize and plan your next initiative or company event, and give you all the the necessary promotional marketing items to represent your brand.
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                          Virtual Events Idea Book

                         
 
                        Stay connected with employees and audiences the world over through engaging invitations, office sets, on-brand gifts and virtual rewards
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                          Event Ideas from Taylor Promo

                         
 
                        Bring your concept to life with curated products designed specifically to support the initiatives most important to your organization
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                          Breast Cancer Awareness Idea Book

                         
 
                        Think PINK with inventive and inspiring apparel, customized giveaways, office supplies, and themed protection and wellness kits that reinforce consciousness and encourage participation
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                          Golf Tournament Guide

                         
 
                        Organize your outings on and off the course using the perfect combination of equipment, giveaways and sponsorship opportunities that generate buzz and raise awareness, funds and competitive spirits
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                          Promo Items are Vital to Trade Show Success

                         
 
                        Customers want to engage with your product, and trade shows are the perfect opportunity to generate leads and sales. 
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                   Invest in Your People

Inspire trust, demonstrate respect and appreciation, and reward your most valuable asset – your employees. 
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                          5 Hot Trends in Rewards and Recognition 

                         
 
                        Enhance engagement by raising the bar on your focus on personalization, frequency of rewards, publicizing awards and recognition, packaging and delivery, and messaging from senior management and leadership
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                          Human Resources Idea Book

                         
 
                        Use memorable merchandise and engaging communications that not only align with your organization's brand, but also connect and resonate with current employees and prospective job seekers
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                          Healthcare Appreciation Gift Guide

                         
 
                        Thank healthcare staff for their dedication and care with branded gifts that show appreciation and improve retention
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                          Employees are Valuable

                         
 
                        Build company culture and camaraderie. Be inclusive and authentic. Above all, make your rewards and incentives program meaningful. Show your employees you care about them and value the work they do.
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                   Exclusively for You

Curate your promo items through a true single source. All Taylor Advantage products are produced solely by us. The only time they leave our facilities is when they ship to you.
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                          Iron Flask Catalog

                         
 
                        Exclusively through Taylor, you can add your brand to Iron Flask products – the top-selling drinkware company on Amazon
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                          2023 Fall/Winter Taylor Advantage Product Guide

                         
 
                        Take a look at our exclusive line of 2023 Fall/Winter promo products, including drinkware, travel gear, apparel and more – all made with both style and functionality in mind
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                          2023 Taylor Advantage Product Holiday Promo Guide

                         
 
                        Create a culture of loyalty and recognition by showing appreciation for both clients and employees with Taylor’s exclusive line of holiday gifts, including drinkware, travel gear, apparel and more
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                   Strengthen & Deepen Relationships

Mark the holidays and special occasions with personalized gifts for employees, customers and partners. Enhance your corporate giving capabilities. 
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                          Taylor Holiday Gift Guide

                         
 
                        Celebrate the season and spread some goodwill with a suite of carefully crafted gifts that reflect the values of your organization and let the recipients know how important your relationship with them is
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                          Healthcare Appreciation Gift Guide

                         
 
                        Recognize the dedication and care physicians and nurses display year-round with lines of stylish apparel, home and office items, and even carnation-themed gifts reflecting the symbol of National Doctors' Day
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                 Virtual Events Idea Book

                Stay connected with employees and audiences the world over through engaging invitations, office sets, on-brand gifts and virtual rewards
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                 Event Ideas from Taylor Promo

                Bring your concept to life with curated products designed specifically to support the initiatives most important to your organization
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                 Breast Cancer Awareness Idea Book

                Think PINK with inventive and inspiring apparel, customized giveaways, office supplies, and themed protection and wellness kits that reinforce consciousness and encourage participation
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                 Golf Tournament Guide

                Organize your outings on and off the course using the perfect combination of equipment, giveaways and sponsorship opportunities that generate buzz and raise awareness, funds and competitive spirits
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                 Promo Items are Vital to Trade Show Success

                Customers want to engage with your product, and trade shows are the perfect opportunity to generate leads and sales. 
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                 5 Hot Trends in Rewards and Recognition 

                Enhance engagement by raising the bar on your focus on personalization, frequency of rewards, publicizing awards and recognition, packaging and delivery, and messaging from senior management and leadership
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                 Human Resources Idea Book

                Use memorable merchandise and engaging communications that not only align with your organization's brand, but also connect and resonate with current employees and prospective job seekers
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                 Healthcare Appreciation Gift Guide

                Thank healthcare staff for their dedication and care with branded gifts that show appreciation and improve retention
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                 Employees are Valuable

                Build company culture and camaraderie. Be inclusive and authentic. Above all, make your rewards and incentives program meaningful. Show your employees you care about them and value the work they do.
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                 Iron Flask Catalog

                Exclusively through Taylor, you can add your brand to Iron Flask products – the top-selling drinkware company on Amazon
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                 2023 Fall/Winter Taylor Advantage Product Guide

                Take a look at our exclusive line of 2023 Fall/Winter promo products, including drinkware, travel gear, apparel and more – all made with both style and functionality in mind
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                 2023 Taylor Advantage Product Holiday Promo Guide

                Create a culture of loyalty and recognition by showing appreciation for both clients and employees with Taylor’s exclusive line of holiday gifts, including drinkware, travel gear, apparel and more
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                 Taylor Holiday Gift Guide

                Celebrate the season and spread some goodwill with a suite of carefully crafted gifts that reflect the values of your organization and let the recipients know how important your relationship with them is
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                 Healthcare Appreciation Gift Guide

                Recognize the dedication and care physicians and nurses display year-round with lines of stylish apparel, home and office items, and even carnation-themed gifts reflecting the symbol of National Doctors' Day


                

              

            

           
         
          

          

        
         

          
    
          

            
       

      

    

  















































We're ready to help you.

Speak to a sales expert today. You don't have to do this alone.

















  
  Let's Talk
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                  Boost your in-store marketing performance

                  Colateral, Taylor’s new in-store marketing management system, makes streamlining your in-store marketing easier than ever before.

 Map your stores worldwide and customize store-specific media for each location with our simple SaaS solution.

                Learn More
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Product Trends
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          Promo Kitting & Fulfillment

          Assemble and distribute fully loaded and fully customized collections of apparel, gifts, office items and more.

          Learn More
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          2023 Taylor Trends Guide

          Find inspiration with the latest specialty trends you can use to create and deliver gifts recipients won't soon forget.

          Learn More
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          5 Hot Trends in Rewards & Recognition

          Turn up the volume on your engagement by focusing on the personalization, frequency and publication of your rewards and recognition programs.

          Learn More
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          Why You Need Taylor Promo

          Work with a partner who has the industry strength and vertical insight to deliver best-in-class promotional products with an agency touch. 

          Learn More
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Answers to your frequently asked Promotional Marketing questions

















  
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. What types of industries and companies do you serve? 

      

      
           

        A. We work with a wide array of businesses and verticals. We supply promotional apparel and materials to the retail, financial, insurance, manufacturing, education, hospitality and healthcare industries. Many of the most valuable brands, largest banks, insurance companies and healthcare providers, and several of the top 10 in the Fortune 500, make up our client list. Our global network, resources and efficiencies make sure their brands stay consistent and find success – and we can do the same for you.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. How do I order? 

      

      
           

        A. Everything your team needs to purchase your commercial print and marketing materials is available in one easy-to-use online platform. From B2B platform integration and spend management to global capabilities, brand protection and more, purchasing has never been so simple. Whether your organization is looking to launch a campaign, raise brand awareness or increase differentiation at the point of sale, we've got you covered with your very own company store.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. How do I get set up? 

      

      
           

        A. Our ordering platform can adapt to today’s most common punch-out applications, including Ariba™, Coupa™, Oracle™ and many others. You will have the same shopping experience while browsing for products and configuring your items. When your order is close to completion you can punch back to your original host application with seamless integration.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. We have specific requirements and permissions when ordering. Can you do that? 

      

      
           

        A. You bet. Whether you need special permissions, division differentiation, special features or other accommodations, we can make it happen. At Taylor, no two sites are the same. Each platform integration is personalized and designed with you and your preferences in mind. What is consistent across all our sites are the benefits you receive when using them.

Achieve legal compliance
Reduce errors with real time proofs
Manage program notifications
Easily reference order history
Access global support for international tracking updates
Use anywhere on tablets, iPads and mobile
Integrated security measures

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. What does “a single source” mean? 

      

      
           

        A. Quite frankly, it means less work for you. You'll be able to eliminate the hassle of dealing with multiple vendors, ultimately centralizing all production of your promotional products, increasing efficiency and reducing the amount of time and money you spend. Doing so frees up your marketing team to focus more on new strategies and developing exciting content, and less time on managing the day to day.

      

    

	










  
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. What are some of your promotional capabilities? 

      

      
           

        A. Taylor is one of the top-five promotional marketing distributors in North America. We allow you to dream big - from polos and hats to custom-made gifts and giveaways and everything in between, we create brand experiences that leave lasting impressions and generate emotional connections. Your custom-built company store ensures worry-free ordering and site management, and brand consistency across the board. Our in-house merchandisers drive savings with both Taylor-manufactured products and items procured through our global sourcing.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. What about promotional kitting? 

      

      
           

        A. We're glad you asked. We know your promotional programs are an integral part of your branding efforts. We want to make certain your promotional materials engage and inspire your audience. To do this, standing out from the crowd is a must. If you're looking for creative direction and collaboration, we serve as an extension of your team. We work directly alongside you, assisting with brand and marketing strategies, apparel and production design, R&D, and more.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. We invest a lot of time and money in our promo programs. Can you help us drive higher returns? 

      

      
           

        A. Yes, most definitely. Product innovation is core to our approach to promotional marketing. Our promo experts design unique, best-in-class products that help you meet your event and initiative objectives. We strive to make sure you can engage your audience and differentiate your brand through expert product ideation and merchandising. In addition, our tailored campaign and profile management technology can make inventory management, updating designs and ordering seamless and simple. Taylor also features data-driven marketing programs that can increase the performance of your initiatives using the data and analytics you already have on hand. To put it simply, we make life easier.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. Which suppliers do you work with? 

      

      
           

        A. Your brand deserves the absolute best. That’s why we partner with a number of industry-leading suppliers - including long-standing relationships with leading mills and paper suppliers such as Neenah and Mohawk - to help us serve you better, faster and smarter. The result is added economic and business value with unwavering quality.

      

    

	
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            
          

        

        Q. Environmental sustainability is important. How can we be sure our products are eco-friendly? 

      

      
           

        A. It’s important to us, too. We're committed to conducting business in an environmentally responsible manner. Twenty-six of our U.S. production facilities have obtained certifications with the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®-C002101) and/or Sustainable Forestry Initiative®. We also operate 15 “landfill free” locations across the country, and recycled 31,000 tons of waste materials in 2020.
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Let Taylor help you deliver
exceptional customer experiences.
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        Ready to power your 

brand's potential?

 

Let's chat.
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            1725 Roe Crest Drive 
North Mankato, MN 56003
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           communications@taylor.com
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           1-800-631-7644
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